THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
WASHINGTON, DC
The George Washington University (GW) is a mid-sized research university located in Washington, D.C., just blocks from the White House. Our nearly 10,000 undergraduate students come from all over the globe to fine-tune their cross-cultural understanding by living and learning with students from other countries, building a network of friends, and preparing to succeed in a global setting. Our students put knowledge into action every day through research, internships, and community service.

**WHAT WE MAKE IS HISTORY. SINCE 1821**

GW’s Foggy Bottom campus is blocks from the White House, the U.S. Department of State, the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, and the Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts, to name some of our high-profile neighbors.

D.C.’s east coast location puts GW students a short train ride away from Philadelphia, New York, and Boston.

**A Capital Location**

GW’s Foggy Bottom campus is blocks from the White House, the U.S. Department of State, the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, and the Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts, to name some of our high-profile neighbors.

D.C.’s east coast location puts GW students a short train ride away from Philadelphia, New York, and Boston.
**Apply to GW**

**Class of 2020**

**Admit Rate**

40%

**Applications**

25,551 applications
10,220 admitted
2,639 enrolled

**Ranges for Admitted Students**

*Although GW is a test-optional university, average scores are shown below for test submitters.*

- SAT: 1310-1460 (middle 50%)
- ACT: 30-33 (middle 50%)

**Application Requirements for International Students**

- Common Application & Supplement
- Official School Transcripts
- Letters of Recommendation
- TOEFL (90+) / IELTS (6.5+)
- Financial Certificate Form
- Bank Statement*
- Passport*

*These items are not required to apply but will be required from admitted students for the I-20 process.

For more information about application requirements, visit go.gwu.edu/intapp.

**Application & Financial Aid Deadlines**

- Early Decision I
  - November 1
- Early Decision II
  - January 5
- Regular Decision
  - January 5
- Fall Transfer
  - April 15
- Spring Freshman and Transfer
  - October 1

**Facts**

**Location**

Washington, D.C.

**Type**

Mid-Sized, Private, Research University

**Founded**

1821

**Enrollment**

Nearly 10,000 Undergraduate Students

**Undergraduate Population That Is International**

11%

**Cultural, Ethnic, and International Student Organizations**

75

**Student to Faculty Ratio**

13:1

**Full-Time Faculty With Highest Degree In Their Field**

94%

**Average Class Size**

29

**Estimated Costs for 2017-2018**

- Tuition and Fees: $53,868
- Room and Board (average): $13,000
- Books and Supplies: $1,325
- Personal Expenses: $1,525
- Health Insurance: $2,450
- **Total:** $72,168

Tuition and fees are comparable to other selective, private research universities in the United States.

**Fixed Tuition Plan:** Once you enroll, your tuition will not change for up to five years of undergraduate study. Room, board, and fees may increase.

**Merit Scholarships:** GW offers a Global Citizen Scholarship, ranging from $5,000 to $25,000 per year for up to five years of undergraduate study to the most academically competitive international applicants. Students are automatically considered for merit scholarships during the admissions process.

**Student Services**

GW offers support to international students, from an extended orientation program by the International Services Office to ongoing support from the Center for Student Engagement, the Center for Career Services, and the GW Writing Center, to name a few. We value diversity and inclusiveness and do our best so that every student feels welcome on our campus.
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Our Colleges and Schools

COLUMBIAN COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
At Columbian, the arts, humanities, social sciences, and natural sciences come together to form a nexus of ideas and opportunity.

MAJORS
- Africana Studies
- American Studies
- Anthropology
- Arabic Studies
- Archaeology
- Astronomy and Astrophysics
- Biological Anthropology
- Biology
- Biophysics
- Chemistry
- Chinese Language and Literature
- Classical Studies
- Communication
- Criminal Justice
- Economics
- English
- English and Creative Writing
- Environmental Studies
- French Language and Literature
- Geography
- Geological Sciences
- German Language and Literature
- History
- Human Services and Social Justice
- Japanese Language and Literature
- Judaic Studies
- Mathematics
- Organizational Sciences
- Peace Studies
- Philosophy
- Physics
- Political Science
- Pre-law option
- Pre-medicine option
- Psychology
- Religion
- Russian Language and Literature
- Sociology
- Spanish and Latin American Languages, Literature, and Culture
- Speech, Language, and Hearing Sciences
- Statistics
- Women’s, Gender, and Sexuality Studies

CORCORAN SCHOOL OF THE ARTS AND DESIGN
Corcoran, part of the Columbian College, bridges creative expression and practical application with the breadth and depth of the larger liberal arts education.

MAJORS
- Art History
- Art History and Fine Arts
- Dance
- Fine Art
- Fine Art Photography
- Interior Architecture and Design
- Graphic Design
- Music
- Photojournalism
- Theatre

SCHOOL OF MEDIA AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS
GW has offered journalism courses since 1938, and in 1982 became the first university in the world to offer a degree in political communication.

MAJORS
- Journalism and Mass Communication
- Political Communication

ELLIOTT SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Interdisciplinary teaching and research prepares students to take on the complex nature of international affairs and to better understand the world.

MAJORS
- Asian Studies
- International Affairs with concentrations in:
  - Comparative Political, Economic, and Social Systems
  - Conflict Resolution
  - Contemporary Cultures and Societies
- Global Public Health
- International Development
- International Economics
- International Environmental Studies
- International Politics
- Regional Study (Africa, Asia, Europe and Eurasia, Latin America, Middle East)
- Security Policy
- Latin American and Hemispheric Studies
- Middle East Studies

MILKEN INSTITUTE SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH
Core values of scholarship, leadership, scientific rigor, policy analysis, and training drive the school to develop the next generation of practitioners and policy makers.

MAJORS
- Exercise Science with concentrations in:
  - Pre-Athletic Training/Sports Medicine
- Public Health
- Pre-Medical Professional
- Pre-Physical Therapy

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE
A tight-knit community, the school’s faculty and students know each other by name and work together to explore solutions to today’s complex challenges.

MAJORS
- Applied Science and Technology
- Biomedical Engineering
- Civil Engineering with options in:
  - Environmental Engineering
  - Medical Preparation
  - Transportation and Sustainability Engineering
- Computer Engineering
- Electrical Engineering
- Computer Science
- Mechanical Engineering
- Aerospace
- Biomechanics
- Medical Preparation
- Patent Law
- Robotics
- Systems Engineering

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
The school measures business success not just in profits and power but also in responsibility and its integral role in shaping our society.

MAJORS
- Accountancy
- Business Analytics
- Business Economics
- Public Policy Finance
- Information Systems and Technology Management
- Innovation and Entrepreneurship
- International Business
- Marketing
- Real Estate
- Sport, Event, and Hospitality Management

CONNECT WITH US

GWAdmissions

gwadm@gwu.edu
202-994-6040
go.gwu.edu/intapp
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